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Report Date: December 4, 2019

Background

Longview Highlands Outlot 2 was created in March of 2000 when an approximately 36-acre
parcel of land was subdivided to create 27 single-family lots and two outlots. The subject parcel
is 9.4 acres of vacant land located on a hillside along the private High Point Drive adjacent to
Lincoln Avenue. The parcel is identified as a skyline lot on the City’s zoning map.
Through a separate concurrently reviewed application, the applicant is proposing to reconstruct
High Point Drive to meet City standards and be accepted as a public street. The street project
includes installation of a sidewalk and street trees along the street. Completion of this will be
required prior to Final Plat or surety will be provided, as a condition of approval of this
application.
The applicant also has a concurrently reviewed Development Plan application for this parcel that
is on hold and awaiting the outcome of this application. This DP is for a multiple-family
development consisting of 118 units.
This parcel, as an outlot, must be approved through the subdivision process to be a legal
developable lot.
On September 26, 2019, there was a public hearing by the Planning Commission for this
application. At the time, the applicant was proposing a complete waiver to the Skyline Overly
standards. The Planning Commission could not support a full waiver and tabled the application
with direction to return to the Planning Commission with the Development Plan for the multiplefamily development so that both applications could be reviewed concurrently. The purpose of
this direction from the Planning Commission was to review the skyline impacts based upon the
proposed development rather than grant a blanket waiver.

Project Description

Like the previous proposal reviewed by the Planning Commission on September 26, 2019, the
applicant is proposing a subdivision to create a legal lot, with two open space outlots, to facilitate
future development. However, the current proposal is to limit the skyline impacts based upon
what would be proposed with a future Development Plan. This proposal now depicts building
locations and maximum building heights and skyline modeling based upon these locations and
heights. The building locations on the plan set is now the building envelopes for this lot. Future
development would be restricted to these building locations and heights. The applicant continues
to depict an easement along the western portion of the property for the skyline mitigation
landscaping.
As part of this application, the applicant is requesting a partial waiver to the skyline standards as
described in the Project Analysis below.

Overview

STANDARD

PROPOSED

Width

40’ min.

>40’

Depth

n/a

n/a

12,000 sf min.

347,608 sf

Lot Size

Area
Other Standards
Gross Area

n/a

9.4 acres

Number of Lots

n/a

1 (2 outlots for open space)

Open Space

>37%
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Project Analysis

The following section provides staff analysis of the application as it relates to sections of the CDC.
It is intended to highlight those areas that may be of interest or concern to Planning Commission,
City Council, Staff or the public. For standards and requirements applicable to this proposal
please refer to the CDC or contact the staff planner.

Criteria for Approval: Preliminary Plat
Approval Criteria Summary

YES


Conforms with CDC
Each lot is developable



Conforms to all other applicable regulations



Compatible with development pattern



Physically suitable for development



CONSISTENT?
NO

NA

CDC Section 713.D – Preliminary Plats shall be approved upon findings that the
following criteria are met:
1. The Preliminary Plat substantially conforms to all applicable requirements of this CDC,
including requirements of the applicable zone district.
CONSISTENT
The Preliminary Plat conforms to all applicable requirements of the CDC and MF-1 zoning
including but not limited to: useable lot area, circulation, utilities, and open space.
The applicant is requesting a partial waiver to the Skyline Overlay standards as contained
in CDC Section 234.
2. Each lot in the subdivision that is proposed for development shall be developable. Elements
reviewed for developability include a demonstrated ability to meet the requirements of this
CDC in terms of zone district standards, development standards, and subdivision standards.
CONSISTENT
The proposed lot is developable and meets the requirements of the CDC. Access is
adequate from High Point Drive, steep slopes have been separated from the buildable
areas of the lot, and utilities are present at the lot.
The applicant is requesting a partial waiver to the Skyline Overlay standards as contained
in CDC Section 234.
3. The Preliminary Plat conforms to all other applicable regulations and requirements including
but not limited to state law, the Steamboat Springs Municipal Code, any capital improvement
plan or program, or any Improvements Agreement or Development Agreement for the
property.
CONSISTENT
It appears that the Preliminary Plat conforms to all other applicable regulations.
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4. The Preliminary Plat shall be compatible with the character of existing or planned land
development pattern in the vicinity and shall not adversely affect the future development of
the surrounding area.
CONSISTENT
The proposed lot is complementary to the character of the area which includes
townhome development on a previously subdivided large lot and a resort hotel property
that is approximately 9 acres. The proposed subdivision will not adversely affect the
future development of the surrounding area, and, in fact, it will help facilitate any new
development in the area by reconstructing High Point Drive and dedicating it to the City
for ownership and maintenance.
5. The land proposed for subdivision shall be physically suitable for development, considering its
topography, the presence of steep or unstable slopes, existing natural resource features such
as wetlands, floodplains, and sensitive wildlife habitat areas, and any environmental hazards
such as avalanche or landslide paths, rockfall hazard areas, or wildfire hazard areas that may
limit the property's development potential.
CONSISTENT
The lot created from the proposed subdivision is suitable for development with the
proposed building envelopes that limits development of the westerly steep slopes. There
are no known environmentally sensitive areas or site characteristics that would further
limit the property’s development.

Skyline Overlay Waiver
The applicant is requesting a partial waiver to the skyline overlay standards for the creation of
this proposed subdivision. The applicant contends, and staff agrees, that the impacts to the
skyline are minimal and are further mitigated by the existing structures, landforms, and mature
vegetation. The applicant is proposing to mitigate the skyline impacts by utilizing building
envelopes where future development would have to be placed in addition to maximum building
heights for these envelopes. These building envelopes and heights are based upon a proposed
but not approved multiple-family development. Please see sheet #3 of Attachment B for these
building locations and heights. The applicant proposes to further minimize visual impact by
extensive landscaping along the west hillside of the lot and by locating this landscaping in an
easement that preserves the landscaping in perpetuity.
The applicant has provided an extensive study of the skylined parcel from multiple public vantage
points along Lincoln Avenue based. These vantagepoints depict existing structures, land forms,
and landscaping that serve to minimize the impact of the development of this lot. The applicant’s
skyline analysis and methodology for the study is provided as Attachment C.
•
•
•
•

Vantage point locations #1 and #2, Lincoln Avenue north of the development, depicts
minimal encroachments into the skyline to the left and right side of the Legacy Hilltop
Resort.
Vantage point location #3, Lincoln Avenue directly south and west of the development, is
the vantage point that will have the most impact. However, the applicant proposes to
mitigate visual impacts with extensive landscaping.
Vantage point location #4, Lincoln Avenue south of the development, skyline impacts are
mitigated by mature vegetation in front of McDonalds.
Vantage point location #5, Lincoln Avenue and Pine Grove Road, the development is not
visible due to the existing development.
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•

Vantage point location #6, directly west of the development, skyline impacts are the
most notable at this location. The applicant proposes a significant amount of
landscaping to screen the future buildings.

The applicant is requesting a waiver from the City Council per the following section:

234 Skyline Overlay
234.D Waivers
1. City Council may waive the requirements of the SO overlay zone upon a finding that strict
application of the standards will interfere with other objectives of this CDC or the Community
Plan. In granting a waiver, City Council may consider the following:
a. The relationship of existing structures, landforms, and mature vegetation that may serve
to minimize the impact of the proposed development; or
b. The significance of the public vantage points from which the property is skylined.
STAFF ANALYSIS: Staff agrees with the applicant’s narrative that the strict application of the
skyline standards will render most of the lot undevelopable and, therefore, will interfere with
housing and infill goals of the Community Plan. Staff also agrees that the vantage points for
which the buildings will protrude into the skyline are not particularly significant. We also agree
that many of the vantage points include existing structures, landforms, and mature vegetation
that minimizes the impact of future development to the public vantage points.
Denying the applicant’s request for waiver may interfere with the following larger objectives from
the Community Plan:
1. Goal LU-2 – Our community supports infill and redevelopment of core areas.
2. Goal H-1: Our community will continue to increase its supply of affordable home
ownership, rental, and special needs housing units for low, moderate, and medianincome households.
Denying the request will further the following goal and policies of the Community Plan:
1. Policy NS-4.1: Maintain the quality of visually sensitive areas.

Staff Findings

Staff finds that the Longview Highlands Subdivision, Outlot 2, PP-19-03, for a legal developable
lot, is CONSISTENT with the Criteria for Approval for a Preliminary Plat.

Recommended Motion

Staff recommends approval of PP-19-03 with the following conditions of approval:
1. Postal facilities, in accordance with CDC Section 602.J, shall be required with any future
development plan for each lot.
2. The property owner shall receive Preliminary Acceptance of the High Point Drive
improvements associated with application, CV-19-01, prior to Final Plat or surety shall be
provided.

Attachments

Attachment A – Project Timeline
Attachment B – Plan Set
Attachment C – Applicant Narrative and Skyline Analysis
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A. Project Timeline

Project Timeline
Project Code:

PP-19-03

Project Name:

Longview Highlands Outlot 2

DATES
Pre-Submittal Meeting

01/16/2019

Application Submitted

03/11/2019

NOTES

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE REVIEW
04/10/2019
TAC Letter
Resubmittal

05/17/2019

TAC Letter

06/11/2019

Resubmittal

06/21/2019

TAC Letter

07/12/2019

Resubmittal

11/1/2019

Resubmitted based on 9/26/19 PC
meeting

TAC Letter

11/22/2019

PUBLIC NOTICE
Newspaper Notice

09/15/2019

Mailed Notice

09/12/2019

Property Posting

09/10/2019

Mineral Notice

n/a

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Planning Commission

12/12/2019

City Council

01/07/2020

Second visit to the PC

NOTES
This application was tabled by the Planning Commission on September 26, 2019 so that the
applicant could revise their proposed skyline waiver based upon proposed future
development.

NORTH

Attachment B
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PRELIMINARY PLAT PREPARED BY
FOUR POINTS SURVEYING AND
ENGINEERING
DATE: 3-8-2019
JOB #: 1305-001
DRAWN BY: WNM
DESIGN BY: WNM
REVIEW BY: FPSE

No. DATE

REVISIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6

TAC REVISIONS
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
LANDSCAPE PLAN
MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHTS
MAXIMUM BUILDING ELEVATIONS

5/16/19
6/17/19
7/24/19
8/30/19
11/1/19
12/2/19

INT
WM
MDM
WNM
MDM
MDM
MDM

500

1000
Feet

SHEET #

1

EXISTING
CONDITIONS PLAN

DRAWING:

50'

Horizontal Scale
0

SHEET #

2

25'

1" = 50'

Contour Interval = 2 ft

DATE: 3-8-2019
JOB #: 1305-001
DRAWN BY: MDM
DESIGN BY: MDM
REVIEW BY: WNM/JLW

50'

HIGH POINT DRIVE
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80487

OUTLOT 2
LONGVIEW HIGHLANDS

5/17/19
6/17/19
7/25/19
8/30/19
11/1/19
12/2/19

1
2
3
4
5
6

No. DATE

INT
WM
MDM
WNM
MDM
MDM
MDM

REVISIONS
UPDATED WITH 30% SLOPE LINE
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
LANDSCAPE PLAN
MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHTS
MAXIMUM BUILDING ELEVATIONS

PRELIMINARY PLAT

DRAWING:

50'

Horizontal Scale
0

DATE: 3-8-18
JOB #: 1305-001
DRAWN BY: MDM
DESIGN BY: MDM
REVIEW BY:

SHEET #

3

25'

1" = 50'

Contour Interval = 2 ft

50'

HIGH POINT DRIVE
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80487

OUTLOT 2
LONGVIEW HIGHLANDS

1
2
3
4
5
6

5/16/19
6/17/19
7/25/19
8/30/19
11/1/19
12/2/19

No. DATE

INT
WM
MDM
WNM
MDM
MDM
MDM

REVISIONS
TAC COMMENT REVISIONS
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
TAC COMMENTS/SKYLINE OVERLAY
LANDSCAPE PLAN
MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHTS
MAXIMUM BUILDING ELEVATIONS

NORTH

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

2

1.

2.

PREPARATION OF PLANTING SOIL
1. Topsoil (Stockpiled): Clean topsoil of roots, plants, stones, clay lumps, and other extraneous materials harmful or toxic to plant
growth.
2. Mix Black Gold Soil Contidioner (or approved substitute soil amendments) and fertilizer with topsoil as required based on existing
soil conditions. Preparation of the planting soil shall not occur if planting will not follow within a few days. Stockpile covered
on-site.
3. Pit and Trench Backfill: Mix planting soil prior to backfilling, and stockpile at site.
4. Planting Beds: Mix planting soil either prior to planting, or apply on surface of topsoil and mix thoroughly before planting.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

EXCAVATION FOR TREES AND SHRUBS
1. Excavate pits, beds, and trenches with vertical sides and with bottom of excavation slightly raised at center to provide proper
drainage. Loosen hard sub-soil in bottom of excavation.
A. For ball and burlap (B&B) trees, make excavations at least half again as wide as the ball diameter and equal to the ball
depth, plus following allowance for setting of ball on a layer of compacted backfill.
B. Allow for 3 inch thick setting layer of planting soil mixture.
C. For container grown stock, excavate as specified for ball and burlap stock, adjusted to size of container width and depth.
2. Dispose of subsoil removed from planting excavations. Do not mix with planting soil or use as backfill.
3. Fill excavations for trees and shrubs with water and allow water to percolate out prior to planting.
4. Backfill pits with three parts topsoil and one part Black Gold Soil Conditioner (or approved substitute) thoroughly mixed prior to
placing.
5. Place Agriform Tree Fertilizer Tablets (or approved substitute) in planting pit prior to back filling at the following rate: three per
each tree, one per each shrub.

A. Point of connection or source of water.
1. Connect to domestic water line or well water.
B. Irrigation well pump station location and pumping capacity (where applicable).
C. Backflow prevention unit (reduced pressure unit only), location and size.
D. Proposed Irrigation Zones.
1. The plan shall show all proposed rotor, pop-up sprayers and drip irrigation zones.
E. Electric control valves, manufacturer's model number, size and locatlon.
1. Electric control valves. The valve pressure rating shall not be less than 150 PSI (10,35) Bars.
2. The valve body and bonnet shall be constructed of high impact, weather resistant PVC with stainless steel screws.
3. The valve shall have manual open/close control (internal bleed) for manually opening and closing the valve without electrically
energizing the solenoid. The valve's internal bleed shall prevent flooding of the valve box.
4. The valve shall house a fully-encapsulated, one-piece solenold. The solenoid shall have a captured plunger with a removable
retainer for easy servicing, and a leverage handle for easy turning. This 24 VAC 50/60 Hz solenoid shall open with 19.6 VAC
minimum at 150 psi (10,35 bar). At 24 VAC, average Inrush current shall not exceed 0.41 amps. Average holding current shall
not exceed 0.28 amps.
5. The valve shall have a flow control stem for accurate manual regulation and/or shut off of outlet flow. The valve must open or
close in less than 1 minute at 150 PSI and less than 30 seconds at 20 PSI.
6. The valve construction shall provide for all internal parts to be removable from the top of the valve without disturbing the valve
installation. The body shall have a removable 0-ringed plug for installation in either globe or angle configuration.
F. Irrigation head manufacturer's model number, radius, operating pressure, gallons per minute/gallons per hour and location.
1. Rotor and Pop-up Sprinklers
a. The full and/or part circle rotor sprinkler shall be a single stream, water lubricated and gear drive type.
b. The sprinkler shall have a flow shut-off device that is integrated into the flow path of the rotor as well as adjustable arc
coverage of 40 to 360 degrees. Arc adjustment can be performed with or without the sprinkler in operation and shall
require only a flat-blade screwdriver.
c. The sprinkler shall have a smoothed flow path entrance to enhance the flow characteristics of the rotor. In addition, the
sprinkler shall feature a flow path to nozzle bore transition radius to minimize pressure loss and assure peak nozzle radius
is achieved.
d. The sprinkler shall have a pressure activated multi-function wiper seal that positively seals against the pop-up stem to
keep debris out of the rotor and to clean debris from the pop-up stem as it retracts. This wiper seal shall prevent sprinkler
from sticking up, and be capable of sealing the sprinkler cap to sprinkler body under normal operating pressures.
e. The sprinkler shall have a screen installed in the pop-up stem to filter inlet water, protect the drive from clogging and
simplify its removal for cleaning and flushing of the system. It shall have a 3/4" (FNPT) bottom inlet.
f. The sprinkler shall have a standard green rubber caver and a strong stainless steel retract spring far positive pop dawn.
Pop-up height as measured from the top of the cap at normal installation to the middle of the nozzle orifice.
g. The sprinkler shall have 12 interchangeable nozzles: 8 Rain Curtain nozzles for superior coverage and 4 Low Angle
nozzles for reduced radius of throw and superior wind resistance with all nozzles containing Micro-Ramp™ for superior
close-in watering. The angle of trajectory shall be 25 degrees for the Rain Curtain nozzles and 10 degrees for the low
angle nozzles. The sprinkler comes with a stainless steel set screw. This shall not be used under any condition for
adjusting the radius of nozzle. Good Irrigation design and layout shall be implemented to avoid use of the set screw for
adjustment in the field.
G. Piping type, size and location.
1. Show all main lines and laterals locations.
2. Show all drip line locations.
3. Below ground pipe connections shall be threaded PVC or glued PVC.
H. Value Boxes
1. Valve boxes shall be used as durable, rigid enclosures for valves or other Irrigation system components requiring subsurface
protection for installation or maintenance. The valve box shall be made of HDPE resin that is resistant to UV light,
weather, moisture, and chemical action of soils.
2. The body shall have two openings molded into the sides.
3. The valve box shall have corrugated sides.
4. Lids shall have beveled edges to prevent or minimize potential damage from lawn equipment.
I. Electromechanical Controllers
1. The controller shall be of a hybrid type that combines electro-mechanical and microelectronic circuitry capable of fully automatic
or manual operation. The controller shall be housed in a wall-mountable, weather resistant plastic cabinet with a
key-locking cabinet door (outdoor models only) suitable for either indoor or outdoor installation.
2. The controller shall have a base unit with 4 stations as well as three expansion slots capable of receiving station modules of
three stations each to create a controller of up to 13 stations. Station 13 shall be called an "auxiliary station" and shall have the
capability of bypassing an active rain sensor or of functioning as a normal station output. Station timing shall be from O minutes to
6 hours. Run time resolution shall be in 1-minute increments from 0 to 59 minutes and 10 minutes from 1 to 6
hours. The LCD shall display "No Run Times" or equivalent icon for 230 VAC models if no run time has been entered for any
station in any program.
3. The controller shall have three separate and independent programs which can have different start times, station timing and
watering days. Each program shall have up to 4 start times available. The controller shall stack multiple start times in sequence
to prevent hydraulic overload. The LCD shall dlsplay "No Start Times" or the equivalent Icon for 230VAC models If no start time
has been entered for any program. The controller shall be capable of operating two 24 VAC solenold valves per station plus a
master valve or remote pump start relay. The controller shall operate on 120 VAC± 20% at 60Hz (230VAC ± 20% at 50Hz for
international models). The controller shall have an electronic, diagnostic circuit breaker that shall sense a station with an electrical
overload or short circuit and shall bypass that station and continue operating all other stations.
4. The controller shall have a 365-day calendar with a permanent day off feature that allows a day(s) of the week to be turned
OFF on any cycle {odd/even/1-31day cycle). A day set to "Permanent Off" shall override the normal repeating schedule and
shall display the words "Day Always Off/Day Off" in the LCD screen.
5. The controller shall have a seasonal adjust feature adjustable from 0% to 200% in increments of 10%. Seasonal adjust shall
effect all programs simultaneously. If seasonal adjust is set to 0% the LCD shall display "SEASONAL ADJn {equivalent icon for
230 VAC models).
6. The controller shall have a 12-hour AM/PM or 24 hour military (for 230VAC models) clock with a midnight day change over. The
controller shall have a sensor circuit for connection to a rain sensor or to an underground moisture sensor system that
will Interrupt a scheduled watering under "wet" or "moist" conditions. The controller shall have an indicator on the LCD screen and
one LED light to Indicate that a sensor Is connected and active and that watering has been temporarily disabled.
7. The controller shall have access to a variety of "hidden features" by turning the dial to a specific location on the dial and pushing
the ON/OFF buttons simultaneously. These features shall include:
a. Save a custom default program
b. Retrieve a default program
c. Bypass an active rain sensor on the Auxiliary Station
d. Allow the Auxiliary Station to be interrupted by an active rain sensor
e. Clear memory
f. Set a day as "Permanently Off'
g. Set master valve/pump start circuit by station
h. Set programmable delay between station.
8. The controller shall have the following manual operations and manual advances for semiautomatic control:
a. Run a single valve
b. Run multiple manually stacked valves
c. Run a semi-automatic program
d. Run a test on all valves (all stations with any time assigned regardless of the program) from 1 to 10 minutes
9. The controller shall have a removable, battery programmable front panel (uses a 9 volt battery [not included]) for conveniently
programming the controller away from the installation site or for teaching irrigation scheduling.
10. The controller shall have the capacity for the program to be erased allowing the user to start programming with a blank
controller. The controller shall have multiple knockouts, sizes and locations, including the back of the cabinet, to facilitate
installation and provide a clean professional look. The controller shall have a factory default program that runs 10 minutes every
day beginning 8 hours after power resumption.
11. The controller shall have a reset button to reset the controller In the case of micro-controller "lock-up" due to power surges or
frequent interruption to the power supply.
J. Power supply/electrical access and location.
1. The power supply shall come from the electrical panel at the house.
K. Show location, station number, size and design gpm of each valve on plan.
L. Submit all manufactures irrigation installation details and notes/specifications for approval by Owner and/or Landscape Designer.

PLANT LIST
DECIDUOUS & EVERGREEN TREES

4

SCIENTIFIC NAME:
Populus tremuloides
Malus 'Spring Snow'
Malus 'Thunder Child'
Picea pungens

SIZE
1.5" - 3.5" cal.
2.0" - 2.5" cal.
2.0" - 2.5" cal.
6' ht.

PLANT LEGEND
Proposed Quaking Aspen (20 Total)
Populus tremuloides
2.50" minimum caliper (Clumps and Single Stem)

Proposed Ornamental Trees (03 Total)
Flowering Crabapple-Malus hybrids
Size: 2.00" Minimum Caliper

Proposed Evergreen Trees (101 Total)
Picea pungens, Pinus ponderosa, etc.
Heights Vary (See Worksheet)
Existing Mature Cottonwood to Remain
(83 Total)
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440 S. Lincoln Ave, Suite 4B
P.O. Box 775966
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
(970)-871-6772
matthew@fourpointsse.com

GRASS SEED MIXTURES

TRADE OR INDUSTRY NAME:
TRANSITION TURF MIX

SEED COMMON NAME
Smooth Brome, VNS
Perennial Ryegrass, VNS
Tall Fescue, Turf Type, VNS
Canada Bluegrass, VNS

PERCENT OF MIX
40%
25%
25%
10%

COMMENTS
Broadcast Seeding Rate:
1-2 lbs. per 1,000 SF

LOW GROW HIGH ALTITUDE

Crested Wheatgrass, Ephraim
Perennial Ryegrass, VNS
Sheep Fescue, VNS
Chewing Fescue, Shadow II
Upland Bluegrass, Drayler

30%
25%
15%
15%
15%

Broadcast Seeding Rate:
30-35 lbs. per Acre

MOUNTAIN MEADOW MIX

Winter Rye (cereal grain)
Forage Perennial Ryegrass, VNS
Mountain Brome, Bromar
Timothy, Climax
Forage Kentucky Bluegrass, VNS
Orchardgrass, Potomac
Alsike Clover

20%
20%
20%
15%
14%
10%
01%

Broadcast Seeding Rate:
40-60 lbs. per Acre

ALL-BLUE KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

Kentucky Bluegrass, Jackpot
Kentucky Bluegrass, Milagro
Kentucky Bluegrass, Blue Devil
Kentucky Bluegrass, Mercury
Kentucky Bluegrass, Rockstar

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

Broadcast Seeding Rate:
3-5 lbs. per 1,000 SF

NOTE:

PROPERTY LINE

BUILDING ENVELOPE
LIMIT OF PLANTINGS
1 SPR

1 SPR

2 ASP
1 SPR

IRRIGATION DESIGN/BUILD - PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
NOTE: An irrigation design plan shall be drawn and submitted for approval by the Owner and/or Landscape Designer. It should follow
the proposed landscape design plans. The irrigation design shall accurately and clearly identify the following:

4 SPR
1 ASP
1 THC
2 SPR
NON-IRRIGATED
NATIVE GRASS

HIGH POINT DRIVE

PLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS
1. Set ball and burlap (B&B) stock on layer of compacted planting soil mixture, plumb and in center of pit or trench with top of ball at
same elevation as adjacent finished landscape grades. Remove burlap from sides of balls; retain on bottoms. When set, place
additional back.fill around base and sides of ball, and work each layer to settle backfill and eliminate voids and air pockets. When
excavation is approximately 2/3 full, water thoroughly before placing remainder of backfill. Repeat watering until no more is
absorbed. Water again after placing final layer of backfill.
2. Set container grown stock, as specified, for balled burlapped stock, except cut cans on 2 sides with an approved can cutter an
from plant ball so as not to damage root balls.
3. Dish top of backfill to allow for mulching.
4. Apply anti-desiccant, using power spray, to provide an adequate film over trunks, branches, stems, twigs and foliage.
A. If deciduous trees or shrubs are moved when in full-leaf, spray with anti-desiccant at nursery before moving and spray
again 2 weeks after planting.
5. Remove and replace excessively pruned or disfigured stock resulting from improper pruning.
6. Wrap tree trunks of 2 inches caliper and larger. start at ground and cover trunk to height of first branches and securely attach.
Inspect tree trunks for injury, improper pruning and insect infestation and take corrective measures before wrapping.
7. Guy and stake trees immediately after planting, as indicated.

COMMON NAME
Quaking Aspen
Spring Snow Crab Apple
Thunder Child Crab Apple
Colorado Spruce

IN

High flow check valves shall be installed in or under all heads where damage could occur to property due to flooding, unless
controllers with flow sensor capabilities are specified that can automatically shut off individual control valves when excess flow is
detected.
Pressure compensating screens/devices shall be specified on all spray heads to reduce radius as needed to prevent overthrow
onto hardscape and/or to control high pressure misting.
Soil moisture sensing systems for turf grass hydrozones shall be used. The moisture sensing system shall provide at least one
sensor location in the turf grass.
Controller systems with the capabilities of automatically making daily schedule adjustments according to plant water needs,
derived from weather sensing and recording equipment on or near the site are recommended and may be substituted for a
moisture sensing system.
If a soil moisture sensing system is not used and the controller cannot automatically make daily schedule adjustments from local
data, then provide an irrigation schedule for all each of the following conditions:
a. Plant establishment period.
b. Established landscaping.
c. Temporarily irrigated areas.
Schedules shall include: Irrigation run times per cycle, cycles per day, and days per week (month) for each plant hydrozone and
application rate. Irrigating shall be scheduled for the cooler time of each day to avoid irrigating during periods of strong winds and
high temperatures, with high evaporation loss.
Electronic multi-program controllers shall be specified where there is a combination of different hydrozones or when using
different types of irrigation equipment.

PREPARATION OF PLANTING BEDS
1. Spread planting soil mixture to minimum depth required to meet lines, grades, and elevations shown, after light rolling and natural
settlement. Place approximately 1/2 of total amount of planting soil required. Work into top of loosened sub-grade to create a
transition layer, then place remainder of the planting soil.
2. Remove 8 inches to 10 inches of soil and replace with prepared planting soil mixture. Backfill for each bed with three parts topsoil
and one part Black Gold Soil Conditioner (or approved substitute) thoroughly mixed prior to placing.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY
Irrigation efficiencies are expected from well-designed and maintained systems. The following are required:

PLANTING SPECIFICATIONS - GENERAL

PREPARATION - GENERAL
1. Lay out individual tree and shrub locations and the areas for multiple plantings. Stake tree locations and outline planting areas
before start of planting work. Make minor adjustments as may be required. Landscape Designer or Owners Representative
approval required before installation.
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DRIP IRRIGATION DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. The drip system must be sized for mature-size plants.
2. All drip valves may be operated at any one time during an irrigation cycle provided gpm does not exceed supply.
3. Distribution tubing (microtubing) shall be buried no more then 6 inches below grade. Tthe end of 41" distribution tube must be
secured by a stake. The maximum length of microtubing must be specified on the plan to be 10 feet or less.
4. All proposed drip emitters shall match the gallons per day per plant according to plant size and plant type.

SOIL PREPARATION AND PLANTING
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Application rates per manufacturers specifications. Accepted methods of application include: Broadcast with Penn Mulch, and
hydroseeding.
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IRRIGATION SYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. All irrigation systems shall be designed to avoid runoff onto hardscape from low head drainage, overspray and other similar
conditions where water flows onto adjacent property, non-irrigated areas, walks, roadways or structures.
2. The irrigation system shall be automatic, constructed to discourage vandalism and simple to maintain.
3. All equipment shall be of proven design with local service available.
4. Control valves should be rated at 200 PSI.
5. Visible sprinklers adjacent to hardscape shall be of pop-up design.
6. All heads should have a minimum number of wearing pieces with an extended life cycle.
7. Lawn and shrub spray head.s shall be set back from hardscape a minimum of 18 inches. Rotor type heads shall be set back a
minimum of 4 feet from hardscape.
8. Design sprayhead and rotor head stations with consideration for worst wind conditions. Close spacing and low-angle nozzles are
required in high and frequent wind areas.
9. Spacing of sprinkler heads shall not exceed manufacturer's maximum recommendations for proper coverage.
10. Only irrigation heads with matched precipitation rates shall be used on the same valve.
11. Valve circuiting shall be designed to be consistent with hydrozones.
12. Sprinklers, drippers, valves, etc., must be operated within manufacturer's specifications.
13. The use of drip or pressure compensating bubblers is encouraged for all shrubs and trees. Small, narrow and irregularly shaped
or sloping areas shall be irrigated with drip, micro-spray or pressure-compensating bubbler heads.
14. Trees in turf areas shall be on a separate station to provide proper deep watering.
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3.

Prior to the start of any excavation for the project both on and off the site, the contractor shall notify the utility notification center of
colorado at: 1-800-922-1987 and verify that all existing utilities have been located and marked.
Contractor(s) shall thoroughly familiarize themselves with all construction documents, specifications, and site conditions prior to
bidding and prior to construction.
Any discrepancies between drawings, specifications, and site conditions shall be reported immediately to the Landscape Designer
for clarification and resolution prior to bidding or construction.
All dimensions are taken to face of building except where otherwise noted.
For layout and dimensioning of lots, see engineering drawings.
Screened images show existing conditions. Where existing conditions lie under or are impinged upon by proposed buildings
and/or site elements, the existing condition will be removed, abandoned and/or capped or demolished as required.
Contractor shall begin maintenance immediately after planting and will continue until final acceptance. The landscape contractor
shall guarantee all plant materials for one (1) full year from date of acceptance.
The landscape contractor shall supply all plant materials in quantities sufficient to complete all plantings shown on this drawing. All
plant materials are subject to the approval of the Landscape Designer, at the nursery, and at the site.
All plant materials shall conform to the guidelines established by the american association of nurserymen. All plants to be balled
in burlap or containerized, and shall bear the same relationship to finish grade as to original grades before digging.
Mulch for planted areas to be aged cedar bark: partially decomposed, dark brown in color and free of wood chips thicker than 1/4
inch. Stone mulch for planted areas to be a mixture of native stone, pea gravel, and other varied sizes of indigenous material to be
placed in such a way to be random and visually (natural) in appearance.
Planting soil mix: excavated soil to be thoroughly incorporated with black gold soil conditioner (or equivalent) to be added per
manufacturer's recommended rates.
All areas of the site which have been disturbed and not otherwise developed shall be loamed and seeded with a minimum depth of
6" depth topsoil.
All plant materials to be under an automatic drip irrigation system to be installed.

IRRIGATION SPECIFICATIONS - GENERAL
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Attachment C

Ph: 970-871-6772 · Fax: 970-879-8023 · P.O. Box 775966 · Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477

June 20, 2019
Revised: December 2, 2019
City of Steamboat Springs Planning & Community Development
137 10th Street
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
Phone: (970)-871-8207, Fax: (970)-879-8851

RE:

Longview Village Skyline Overlay

Dear Steamboat Springs Planning Department;
This letter will analyze and describe the skyline overlay (SO) impacts for development of a new subdivision called
Longview Village. The property is on a 9.4 acre parcel platted as Outlot 2 in the Longview Highlands Subdivision at the
top of High Point Drive off of US Highway 40. The project will propose 118 housing units with associated access and
utility infrastructure. The project is located along the US Highway 40 corridor which puts it in the Skyline Overlay Zone
section 234.E of the Steamboat Springs CDC, Standards for New Subdivisions. There are two standards as outlined
below:
1. The construction of any structure will not protrude into the skyline as viewed from public vantage points; and
2. All improvements are designed and situated to blend with the physical and visual character of the landform.
Four Points Surveying and Engineering (FPSE) and the owner are requesting a waiver according to section 234.D of the
Steamboat Springs CDC which states that:
1. City Council may waive the requirements of the SO zone upon a finding that strict application of the standards
will interfere with other objectives of this CDC or Community Plan. In granting a waiver, City Council may
consider the following:
a. The relationship of existing structures, landforms, and mature vegetation that may serve to minimize the
impact of the proposed development; or
b. The significance of the public vantage points from which the property is skylined.
Revision: The site is zoned MF-1 which allows for a maximum allowable building height of 57 feet with no underground
parking, depending on the type of development. A concurrent development proposal, DPP-19-02 was processed through
the City of Steamboat Springs Technical Advisory Committee in April 8, 2019 but it is currently on hold until a
preliminary plat for Outlot 2 can be approved from the City of Steamboat Springs. The residential buildings designed as a
part of that proposed development permit DPP-19-02 were analyzed for this skyline overlay report and implemented into
the associated preliminary plat. The applicant is presenting the attached narrative to request waiver of the skyline overlay
zone and approval for maximum building elevations on the proposed Lot 1, Longview Highlands Subdivision. Sheet 5 of
the preliminary plat is amended from the previous preliminary plat submittal set and now depicts the proposed building
locations and maximum building elevations associated with each building. The 3D model images shown in this report

depict the proposed buildings heights and locations as seen from the selected viewpoints. Sheet 5 also provides maximum
building elevations associated with the requested roof heights. Maximum building heights were achieved by taking a 10%
contingency from the proposed building height and rounding to the next foot.
It is the opinion of FPSE that the development of Longview Village would qualify it for waiver of the SO. The property is
located directly on top of a large hill so any development would automatically impact the skyline in some capacity, unless
the entire hill was removed which is not really practical or possible. Legacy Vacation Resort Steamboat Springs Hilltop
(which will be referred to as Legacy Hilltop) already stands extremely tall on that same hill and Longview Park
Subdivision is located across High Point Drive which also protrudes into the existing skyline. Longview Village has been
planned and developed to blend physically and visually with those developments. Also, the proposed landscaping for
Longview Village has been designed to mitigate further impacts to the surrounding skyline.

Purpose of Skyline Overlay (taken from the Steamboat Springs CDC):
The Skyline Overlay zone is intended to ensure that development of properties containing visually significant skylines do
not negatively impact the skyline as viewed from designated public vantage points. The proposed development will
protrude into the skyline, the majority from directly in front of the property, looking immediately up the hill. Almost
every building along US Highway 40 is skylined looking directly at it from the sidewalk. Examples include McDonalds
and Old Town Hot Springs. FPSE believes this is not a visually significant impact as looking directly up a hill for 4
seconds while driving is not a negative impact.

Procedure:
On February 8, 2019, Walter Magill and Matthew McLeod of FPSE met with Bob Keenan from the City Planning
Department to drive the corridor and pick out strategic locations and public vantage points where the impact of the skyline
could be viewed and studied. Five locations were chosen and agreed by all to be significant to the study and they were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mile marker 133 on southbound US Highway 40.
Intersection of US Highway 40 and Hilltop Parkway, southbound.
Intersection of US Highway 40 and High Point Drive, northbound.
Intersection of US Highway 40 and Anglers Drive, northbound.
Intersection of US Highway 40 and Pine Grove Road, northbound.
Directly west of the middle of the project, looking straight uphill.

Two additional spots away from the US Highway 40 corridor were also analyzed to provide some additional perspectives.
These two locations are not required or implemented into the actual skyline impact analysis outlined in this report:
7. High Point Drive curve
8. Intersection of Longview Circle and High Point Drive.
Photos were taken at all seven locations of the current conditions looking at the proposed project site. These photos are
displayed, along with a map of the locations, on the exhibit SO1 included with this letter. The locations were surveyed for
elevation data and implemented into a model of the proposed site provided by Powder Line Design Studio (PLDS). This
model was able to provide a proposed look at the site and compare it to what already exists. Each location was evaluated
keeping the section 234 of the CDC in mind as outlined below.
FPSE revisited the site to assess the skyline further on May 8, 2019 after much of the snow had melted off. This time, we
brought in a drone to fly straight up from visually significant points around the project to record an exact height off the
existing ground in which the drone could be seen with blue skyline in the background. Those results were modeled in 3D

to show what the tallest possible building could be prior to protruding into the skyline. Taking into account foreground
obstructions including existing vegetation and buildings (which could not be modeled but are shown in the photographs),
the only viewpoints that have any significant protrusion into the skyline are #3 and #6 which are directly in front of the
project looking straight up hill.
Protrusion Wedges – FPSE has taken the information provided by the drone flight and created blue, transparent wedges
over the proposed development. These wedges depict the maximum height that a building could be prior to protruding
into the blue sky. Model images of those wedges are included in this report representing the proposed development
building maximum elevations. The blue protrusion wedge model images clearly depict impact to the skyline as shown by
the white proposed buildings extending beyond (above) the wedge.
Exhibit SO1 is attached with this report to show where viewpoint locations are as well as sight lines.
SO1 – This exhibit shows the viewpoint locations and site lines to the development site. Existing pictures are
included from each viewpoint.
Results:
The model by PLDS shows the skyline impacts expected from the Longview Village development and allows FPSE to
implement any mitigation that is appropriate. The following results will describe what was observed for each location.
Some landscaping that is very important to the skyline impacts are shown in photos but have not been modeled in the
proposed development due to limitations in software.
Viewpoint Location #1 – The existing view of the project from this location clearly shows Legacy Hilltop protruding into
the skyline with overhead power lines along the development area as depicted in SO1. Housing associated with Longview
Village would be on the camera side of the hotel to further mitigate potential impacts. There are also some trees in front of
the location that will be full throughout most of the year and provide some mitigation to the skyline. Here are the existing
and proposed models for this location:
Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: The development will have minimal protrusion into the skyline on the right side between the hotel and
power pole behind it which will be indistinguishable along the US Highway 40 corridor. The ridge toward rabbit ears is
clearly preventing any new development from extending into the blue sky for the majority of the project from this view.
Viewpoint Location #2 - Existing skyline from this location is highlighted by the top portion of the Legacy Hilltop to the
right and Longview Park Subdivision to the left as depicted in SO1. Longview Park Subdivision is located across High
Point Drive from the new development site. There is a large area of trees in front of this view that when full, will mitigate
new impacts to the skyline. Here are the photos and existing and proposed models for this location:
Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: There is a small protrusion on the northwest side of the proposed development but it will be essentially
indistinguishable along the US Highway 40 corridor. The existing photo also shows Yampa Valley Bank and its existing
landscaping providing an additional buffer. Revision: Maximum northwest buildings elevations for Buildings L and M,
were calculated with a 5% contingency calculation and not the 10% as outlined above to further soften any impacts.
Viewpoint Location #3 – The new development will have some impact from this location. The existing picture shown in
SO1 depicts the slope that Longview Village will essentially be built on top of with Legacy Hilltop to the left. Modeling
of the proposed development shows the new housing protruding into the skyline which can be successfully mitigated by
the proposed landscaping on that hillside. The impact does look to be a lot less than the existing Legacy Hilltop and the
view from this location is an extremely small and isolated portion of corridor.

Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: There is some protrusion of buildings on the southwest portion of the development but this viewpoint is not
visually significant along the US Highway 40 corridor. When viewing the site from this location, there is nothing

interesting (Mt, Werner, other mountain ridges, etc.) to see as it is essentially a straight on view of the project. The new
development it not obscuring anything that is visually significant, virtually any proposed development will be visible from
this location. Existing and proposed landscaping for the new development will mitigate impacts as well.
Viewpoint Location #4 – The northeast corner of this intersection has a lot of landscaping in front of the McDonalds that
again will be full throughout most of the year. Some of the trees are very tall and can be envisioned as blocking the view
of the development almost completely relative to Legacy Hilltop as shown in SO1.
Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: There is no protrusion. Hilltop Hotel towers over the site from this location. In addition, existing vegetation
shown in the photo provides additional buffer. Proposed vegetation will also mitigate any other potential impacts.
Viewpoint Location #5 – Looking at the existing conditions photograph for this location reveals that no impact to the
skyline should be expected from this view. The location is further away from the project site than location #4 and Legacy
Hilltop can just be seen poking out from behind the Conoco gas station. The street light and landscaping (when bloomed)
will more than hide any skyline impact from the smaller houses, as Legacy Hilltop is much taller and can barely be seen.
The model of the development further shows this as the hillside itself is blocking any development once the foreground is
removed.
Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: No protrusion. The Conoco station blocks the view of the new development as shown in the photo. Proposed
vegetation also provides a good buffer for any potential impacts.

Viewpoint Location #6 – This is location is located directly up the Hillside to the Longview Village Development. This
viewpoint is not visually significant as it is a straight up look to the site and any new development will protrude into the
skyline. However, this viewpoint also has large trees and vegetation that eliminates any impact to the skyline.
Existing Photo:

Existing 3D Model:

Proposed 3D Model:

Alternate Existing 3D Model (Looking up to the top of the proposed development):

Alternate Proposed 3D Model (Looking up to the top of the proposed development):

Proposed Development with Protrusion Wedge:

Conclusion: There is some protrusion of buildings on the west portion of the development but this viewpoint is not
visually significant along the US Highway 40 corridor. When viewing the site from this location, there is nothing

interesting (Mt, Werner, other mountain ridges, etc.) to see as it is essentially a straight on view of the project. The new
development it not obscuring anything that is visually significant. The maximum building heights (red) model image
shows that virtually any development will be visible from this location. Existing and proposed landscaping for the new
development will mitigate impacts as well.
Overall Conclusion:
After evaluating the potential impacts of each viewpoint with the drone technology, 3D models and photographs we
conclude the new development will not impact the skyline in any significant manner. The only viewpoints that have any
noteworthy impact to the skyline are Viewpoint Location #3 and #6 which are looking directly up at the project from US
Highway 40. These two locations are not visually significant viewing areas; as any buildings along US Highway 40, when
viewed straight up at it, will impact the skyline. The anticipated skyline protrusions will not obscure any of the valley’s
scenic views due to the fact that nothing can be seen from these vantage points other than blue sky and power lines.
Furthermore, the area is surrounded by existing vegetation to mitigate other impacts. Examining the model and photos, it
is clear the new Longview Village development matches well with the character of the US Highway 40 corridor in
building size and heights. The existing Legacy Hilltop Hotel protrusion into the skyline will be softened throughout the
corridor by the proposed Longview Highlands development, creating a good transition and a more rounded and betterlooking skyline than what currently exists. Revision: Four Points Surveying and Engineering requests that the preliminary
plat be approved for the Longview Highlands Subdivsion by the City of Steamboat Springs Planning Commission with
the maximum building elevations within the skyline overlay areas. Approval is based on maximum building elevations
and proposed locations as shown on the Longview Highlands Preliminary Plat Sheet 5. This request is not a full waiver to
the skyline overlay zone for the parcel. Any additional information can be provided by request, including further model
photos, 3D interactive mapping, drone videos and photos. Please contact mcleodm970@gmail.com or 248-444-3268 with
any questions.

Sincerely;

Matthew McLeod, P.E.
Four Points Surveying and Engineering
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